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The VX-471 is a direct sales solution of the new Vertex VX-271 Series amplifiers. This brings a whole new range of amplification as this model does not require an external amplifier. As such, you can be certain that the amplifier is the same as on the VX-271 Series and there are no doubts that the amplifier will perform
to its full potential. The new ultra-compact Vertex VX-451 Series portable radios comprise 3 styles [no display; display and full keypad] and multiple frequency bands including VHF and 4 UHF bands from 300 to 520MHz which makes the VX-451 Series ideal in most countries. All have 5 tone signalling, lone worker and

emergency functions as well as stun and revive and the unique Auto Range Transpond System (ARTS] to ensure you always stay in touch with other radio users. The new Vertex VX-471 Series portable amplifiers are designed to rival the old standard amplifiers. The new portable amplifiers feature analog – digital
connectivity with a complete upgrade from the VX-241 series. The VX-471 series is a direct sales solution of the VX-271 series which brings a whole new range of amplification as this model does not require an external amplifier. The new Vertex VX-451 Series mobile amplifiers are designed to rival the old standard

amplifiers. This latest model of the range comes with a re-designed antenna connector and are now available with a case that is either lined in brushed aluminium or matt black. Other features include a re-designed range of accessories to compliment the stunning design The new Vertex VX-462 Series portable
amplifiers are designed to rival the old standard amplifiers. The VX-462 models bring a host of new features and the latest in design and feature. They are now available with a case that is either lined in brushed aluminium or matt black. Other features include a re-designed range of accessories to compliment the

stunning design.
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Vertex Standard has always been at the forefront of digital technology and as evidenced by the current Sony PMR-500 mobile radio
system being rebranded as the GM-500, the Vertex Standard EVX-531 was a step forward. With the developer's advances in the

programming of radios coupled with revolutionary component and PCB design, the EVX-531 was the first in a line of radio products that
continues to evolve today. The EVX-531 offers great flexibility to the radio programmer as well as the end-user with a hardware and

software design that can be utilized to create complete radio systems with great tone and features. Vertex Standard continues to release
new features, and we're sure to continue to put the latest technology to good use and be a strong force in the digital revolution that is

now taking place. The EVX-531 incorporates a lot of the latest technological enhancements allowing the user to adjust the voice quality of
the radio's audio output. For example, the user can adjust the voice quality of the radio's Audio Receive Only circuits. This allows the user
to choose from the following voice qualities: none, 2.0, 2.5, or 3.0, no matter how the speaker is connected to the radio. There are also 5

different ADC/DAC options available and an analog multiplexer circuit. This feature allows the user to choose between a 10, 6, or 2
channel ADC/DAC. Lastly, the EVX-531, like the EVX-520, is capable of recording real-time digital conversation. The user has the ability to
program record 1 or 2 voice circuits to store the last 8 hours worth of digitized conversation. This "conversation storage" feature allows

users to save conversations with the radio connected to a telephone, or you can use the analog phone jack on the radio. There are
several features that can be added to the programming of the EVX-531. These features include: the ability to specify the frequency the

radio will operate on during the programming, the ability to specify the radio's channel or frequency band from memory, and a
programming feature that allows the user to program a preset menu of buttons to operate on the remote. 5ec8ef588b
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